
Richelieu is proud to announce a new offer of improved ironing board which compose the 

Contemporary line. These 4 models replace the 8 previous models in which we added storage space

for the hot iron and in simplifying the codification making it easier to order !
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AE42
AE423

E421
E4213 NE42 NE22110

A = Adjustable Swivel E = Electrical Features
NE = Non-electric 42 = Board Size

- Few old models are still in stock, we suggest to make a showroom liquidation.
- Storage space for the iron is bigger to be suitable to most of iron size offered in the market. 
This implie a higher cabinet size passing from 47 7/8" to 52". All models have the same height
from now on (except 4242100).
- All electric models have the same electrical box with spot light, timer and push button switch.
- All models have a bigger storage shelf, a clothes hanging bar, a roller catch and an 
unfinished maple veneer door mounted on piano hinge. 
- Better packaging to protect the product during transport
- All models starting with A include a  height adjustable swivel.
- All models without swivel are not adjustable in height
- Model NE22110 remains with same dimensions as the old model 421000, the only difference
is the ironing board now made of ventilated steel instead of a wood board. That allows the 
board to dry the humidity caused by the iron faster.
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Technical Information

Suggested Product
Replacement ironing board cover
pad # 001500

Old # New # Characteristics

E420303 AE423 Electrical with swivel, left hand door

E420203 AE42 Electrical with swivel, right hand door

E42 AE42 Electrical with swivel, right hand door

E342 E421 Electrical without swivel, right hand door

E3420303 E4213 Electrical without swivel, left hand door

E3420203 E421 Electrical without swivel, right hand door

NE342 NE42 Non-electric, right hand door

421000 NE22110 Non-electric econo
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